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Abstract In digital subscriber line (DSL) system, crosstalk created by electromagnetic interference

among twisted pairs degrades the system performance. Very high bit rate DSL (VDSL), utilizes

higher bandwidth of copper cable for data transmission. During upstream transmission, a ‘Near–

Far’ problem occurs in VDSL system. In this problem the far end crosstalk (FEXT) is produced

from near end user degrades the data rate achieved at the far end user. The effect of FEXT can

be reduced by properly managing power spectral densities (PSD) of transmitters of near and far

users. This kind of power allocation is called dynamic spectrum management (DSM). In this paper,

a new distributed DSM algorithm is proposed in which power from only those sub channels of near

end user are reduced which create interference to far end user. This power back off strategy takes

place with the help of power spectral density (PSD) masks at interference creating sub channels of

near end user. The simulation results of the proposed algorithm show an improvement in terms of

data rate and approaches near to that of optimal spectrum balancing (OSB) algorithm.
� 2015 TheAuthors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf ofKing SaudUniversity. This is an

open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The 3 kHz bandwidth of copper wire was earlier utilized in
plain old telephone service. During 1980’s the efforts of
researchers made it possible to utilize higher bandwidth of cop-
per wire with DSL technology. The VDSL technology for
broadband access utilized bandwidth of copper wire up to
12 MHz with the help of advancement in signal processing

techniques (Starr et al., 2003; ETSI, 2003). In DSL loop layout
as shown in Fig. 1, modems are installed at customer premises
(CP) as well as at central office (CO) sides. In DSL technology,

investment is only on modems by utilizing already existing
infrastructure of Plain old telephone service. The data trans-
mission up to maximum channel capacity of copper cable is

the main goal for DSL technology. When a large number of
users share the same bundle for data transmission up to a
certain distance then an interference is created among the

users. The interference is commonly referred as crosstalk
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Figure 1 Loop plant environment.
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(Zeng et al., 2001). The crosstalk is of two types- Near End
Crosstalk (NEXT) and Far End Crosstalk (FEXT).

NEXT is an electromagnetic interference that exists when the

transmitter and the disturbed receiver are present on the same
end of communication network. In contradiction to NEXT,
FEXT is an electromagnetic interference that exists when the

transmitter and the disturbed receiver are present on opposite
ends of communication network as shown in Fig. 1.

One of the techniques to control crosstalk among the users

is to manage their power spectral densities (PSD) at their
respective transmitters. When modems are operated in this
mode called power adaptive mode. In this mode the power

to maintain a predefined bit rate is transmitted. Power back
off (PBO) techniques are used to implement this kind of adap-
tive mode. In PBO the minimization of power transmission is
done on near end user where contributing excessive power cre-

ates strong crosstalk and reduces capacity of the nearby user
(Jacobsen, 2001; Schelstraete, 2002). The adaptive power allo-
cation at each modem depending on channel characteristics

improves the capacities of near and far end users. This kind
of adaptive power allocation is known as dynamic spectrum
management (DSM) (Huberman et al., 2012; Chen et al.,

2012; Biyani et al., 2013). The categorization of DSM with
increasing complexity is done at different levels. At Level 1,
all management of power is done in a distributive manner.
At this level the power management algorithm gives near opti-

mal result. One of the first DSM Level 1 algorithms is iterative
water-filling (IWF) (Yu et al., 2002). The complexity of IWF
algorithm scales linearly with the number of users in the bin-

der. This algorithm is a greedy algorithm which converges to
the selfish optimum. At level 2, all management of power
between different users is done with the help of centralized

spectrum management center (SMC). In this, the information
regarding crosstalk among different users is collected by SMC
and then all users transmit PSD with a power allocation

coordination scheme for joint optimization of transmitted
spectrum. In this way the management of power distribution
is in a centralized manner. The centralized DSM level 2 algo-
rithm named optimal spectrum balancing (OSB) uses a

weighted rate sum method to find the theoretical optimal
transmit spectra (Cendrillon et al., 2006). The complexity of
OSB scales exponentially with the number of users. Due to

the hardware implementation problem of centralized systems,
distributed algorithms are gaining popularity. In this paper a
new algorithm is proposed whose performance approaches

the optimal performance of OSB algorithm in terms of data
rate while maintaining low complexity and distributed imple-
mentation. In the proposed algorithm the data rate of each
user in the binder increases by applying a new PBO technique

at crosstalk creating sub channels using spectral masks (UK
NICC ND 1602, 2011).

2. Channel capacity

In information theory, Claude Shannon’s formula represented
by Eq. (1) shows the channel capacity in terms of bits per sec-

ond (Cover and Thomas, 1991; Shannon, 1948):

C ¼ W log2 1þ P

N0W

� �
bits per second ð1Þ

where P and N0/2 represent transmitted signal power in watts
and white noise power spectral density in watts/Hz, respec-
tively. W denotes the channel bandwidth. Quadrature ampli-

tude modulation (QAM) is used in discrete multi-tone
(DMT) systems as modulation method for mapping informa-
tion in digital form to complex numbers (Chow et al., 1995).
So, the channel capacity in a QAM–DMT system is given by

Eq. (2):

Ck ¼ log2 1þ SNRkð Þ ð2Þ
where SNRk and Ck represent signal to noise ratio and capac-
ity of sub channel k, respectively. Theoretically channel capac-

ity gives the upper limit of data rate that can be achieved but
practically there is some probability of error always present.
The reduced channel capacity is due to the introduction of

SNR gap C:

bk ¼ log2 1þ SNRk

C

� �
ð3Þ

At C = 1, bk is the same as the channel capacity. SNR gap

C selection depends on coding scheme and the error probabil-
ity. The SNR gap is calculated for a two dimensional QAM
system having bit error rate (BER) at 10�7 Chow et al., 1995:

C ¼ 9:8þ qm � qcðdBÞ ð4Þ
where qm and qc represent performance margin and coding
gain, respectively. The total bit rate for user n can be calcu-
lated by summing the bit rate of each sub channel:

Rn ¼ 1

Tsymbol

XK
k¼1

bn
k ð5Þ
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where Tsymbol represents period of sub channel bandwidth. In

two user environments the bit rates of user 1 and user 2 depend

on channel transfer functions. P1
k and N1

k denote signal power

allocation and background noise power for user 1 at sub chan-

nel k. P2
k and N2

k denote signal power allocation and back-

ground noise power for user 2 at sub channel k. The user 1
and user 2 data rates are given by Eqs. (6) and (7):

R1 ¼ 1

Tsymbol

XK
k¼1

log2 1þ jh11
k j2P1

k

C1ðjh12
k j2P2

k þN1
kÞ

 !
ð6Þ

R2 ¼ 1

Tsymbol

XK
k¼1

log2 1þ jh22
k j2P2

k

C2ðjh21
k j2P1

k þN2
kÞ

 !
ð7Þ

The direct channel transfer functions of user 1 and user 2 are
calculated by:

jh11
k j2 ¼ L1:a:

ffiffiffiffi
fk

p
ð8Þ

jh22
k j2 ¼ L2:a:

ffiffiffiffi
fk

p
ð9Þ

The crosstalk channel transfer functions of user 1 and user 2

are calculated by:

jh21
k j2 ¼ KFEXT � f2k:L2;1:jh11

k j2 ð10Þ

jh12
k j2 ¼ KFEXT:f

2
k:L1;2:jh22

k j2 ð11Þ
where KFEXT represents crosstalk coupling coefficient and the

value is taken as 10�4.5/MHz2 Km. fk denotes the central fre-
quency at subcarrier k in MHz. L1 and L2 are twisted pairs
lengths of user 1 and user 2 while a represents attenuation at

1 MHz which is taken as 22.5 dB/km/MHz. jh11
k j2 and jh22

k j2
represent direct channel transfer functions of user 1 and user

2 while jh21
k j2 and jh12

k j2 represent crosstalk channel transfer

function from user 1 to user 2 and from user 2 to user 1,
respectively, as shown in Fig 2.

L2,1 and L1,2 represent binder length which is common for

both users. In two user test case, the SNR of a user not only
depends on user’s own PSD but also on the PSD of the
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Figure 2 Direct and crosstalk channel transfer functions of two

user case.
adjacent user in the same binder. Eqs. (12) and (13) represent
crosstalk PSD for user 1 and user 2:

FE1 ¼ jh12
k j2P2

k ð12Þ

FE2 ¼ jh21
k j2P1

k ð13Þ
3. Water-filling method

In water filling method, DMT modems adaptively distribute

power and information according to the channel conditions.
In this method, the curve of inverse of channel’s SNR is
obtained and fills that like a bowl with power until the whole

available power is consumed. In a two user case, the optimal
power allocation is obtained by using the cost function
(Bogaert et al., 2004) and represented by the following

formula:

JðP1
kP

2
kÞ ¼

X
k

log2 1þ jh11
k j2P1

k

C1ðjh12
k j2P2

k þN1
kÞ

 !

þ
X
k

log2 1þ jh22
k j2P2

k

C2ðjh21
k j2P1

k þN2
kÞ

 !

þ k1 P1
budget �

X
k

P1
k

 !
þ k2 P2

budget �
X
k

P2
k

 !
ð14Þ

Pn
K and Nn

k denote signal power allocation and background

noise power for user n at sub channel k. k1 and k2 are the con-
stants known as Lagrange multipliers which are used for solv-

ing the equation by taking power constraints P1
budget and P2

budget

for user 1 and user 2. By dual decomposition the largest perfor-
mance gain is achieved (Bogaert et al., 2004). As compared to
background noise power, if the crosstalk power is very small i.

e., �Nn
k ¼ Nn

k, then Eq. (15) simplifies the cost function:

JðP1
kP

2
kÞ ¼

X
k

log2 1þ jh11
k j2P1

k

C1 þ �N1
k

 !
þ
X
k

log2 1þ jh22
k j2P2

k

C2 þ �N2
k

 !

þ k1 P1
budget �

X
k

P1
k

 !
þ k2 P2

budget �
X
k

P2
k

 !
ð15Þ

The derivative of cost function with respect to Pn
k and by

setting this equal to zero gives optimal solution for user n:

@J

@ðPn
kÞ

¼ 1

Pn
k þ

Cn
�Nn
k

jhnn
k
j2
� kn ¼ 0 ð16Þ

Eq. (17) gives the water filling solution by rewriting the
above equation:

Pn
k ¼

1

kn

� Cn
�Nn

k

jhnn
k j2 ð17Þ

Now by including interfering crosstalk, the power alloca-
tion for user 1 in case of two user environments is given by
Eq. (18):

P1
k ¼ K1 � C1ðjh12

k j2P2
k þN1

kÞ
jh11

k j2P1
k

ð18Þ

where K1 represents highest limit of transmit power in each
sub channel k and can be called the water level.



Figure 3 Flow chart of IWF algorithm for two user case.
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4. Multi-user bit loading problem

In DSL multiuser environment, N users transmit data over K
parallel sub channels, where ð1 6 n 6 NÞ and ð1 6 k 6 KÞ.
Discrete multi-tone (DMT) is used to divide selective channel
into sub channels. In DMT the optimal performance is
obtained by choosing PSDs of transmitted signal according

to SNR of sub channel. The optimal power allocation problem
is same as that of optimal bit allocation on sub channels. In
multi-user environment the problem is of optimization of bit
allocation. The maximization of data rate of all users in a

binder is the main objective which is given in Eq. (19):

Maximize Rtotal ¼
XN
n¼1

Rn ¼ 1

Tsymbol

XN
n¼1

XK
k¼1

bn
k ð19Þ

The PSD mask constraint on sub channel k of user n and

PSD constraint of user n are given in Eqs. (20) and (21):

0 6 Pn
k 6 Pn

mask ð20Þ

XK
k¼1

Pn
k 6 Pn;total ð21Þ

The bit constraint on sub channel k of user n is given in
Eq. (22):

bmin 6 bn
k 6 bmax; and bn

k is integer ð22Þ
In real networks, users in the binder are having equal priority
as each one pays the same fee for getting broadband services.
The bit loading should be done in such a way on each sub

channel so that the service quality should be same for equal
length users. The bit loading becomes the major concern in
multi user environment.

5. Rate region

Rate Region is the combinations of data rates of all users in

the bundle and shown in the form of a picture. When any user
gets its own data rate high by increasing the PSD on its sub
channels then it affects other users by creating crosstalk. This
crosstalk can be reduced by successively reducing power from

crosstalk creating user. In the next step the water filling is done
on each user with the remaining power. The power reduction
continues until data rate on the crosstalk creating user

becomes zero. Rate Region shows the picture of data rate com-
binations that can be achieved on each pair of users in the
binder.

6. Iterative water-filling (IWF) algorithm

In IWF, power allocation is done by each user one by one with

water filling process. The power allocation through water
filling continues until each user achieves the desired target
rate. The desired target rate for each user is set by choosing

one of the optimal points inside the Rate Region. If the
target rate of any user is below that of achieved rate then
the power of that user is decreased by a constant d. On the
other hand power is increased by the same constant d in that

user which does not achieve the target data rate (Yu et al.,
2002). In Fig. 3, two user’s test case is taken and IWF
algorithm converges until the target rates of both the users
are not achieved.

Algorithm 1: IWF

procedure ðRn;Pn
e;kÞ ¼ IWFðPn

in;k;T
n;Pn;totalÞ

Initialize Pn;max > 0, d> 0, e> 0, pnk ¼ 0; 8k; 8n
For each n do

Do water-filling by taking noise CðPN
m–njhn;mk j2pmk þ rn

kÞ,
maximum power Pn,total and initial PSD mask Pn

in;k and then get

value of Rn and resultant PSD mask Pn
e;k

While Rn >Tn "n do

for n= 1,. . ., N do

If Rn >Tn + e set Pn,total = Pn,total � d
If Rn <Tn

set Pn,total = Pn,total + d

If Pn;total > Pn;max set Pn,total = Pn,max

end for

end while

end for

end procedure

Fig. 4 shows the PSDs of near and far end users of two users
having length 1500 feet and 3000 feet, respectively. It is clear
from above Fig. 4 that the most of the power is consumed at

low frequency sub channels because the channel gain is high
at lower frequencies as shown in Fig. 2.

7. OSB algorithm

OSB algorithm finds the theoretical values of optimal power
allocation of a communication system. The technique named
dual decomposition technique (Cendrillon et al., 2006) and

optimization theory help in getting an optimal point
(Cendrillon et al., 2006). In a two user case, the maximization
of Lagrangian on sub channel k is defined as:

Lk ¼ wb1
kðP1

k;P
2
kÞ þ ð1� wÞb2

kðP1
k;P

2
kÞ � k1P

1
k � k2P

2
k ð23Þ

where bn
kðP1

k;P
2
kÞ represents achieved bit loading on sub chan-

nel k of user n when transmitted PSDs are P1
k and P2

k, respec-

tively. The optimal power allocation on sub channel k is
found out by maximization of Lk:

P1;opt
k ;P2;opt

k ¼ arg max
P1
k
;P2

k

Lk ð24Þ
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w represents weight which decides the data rate trade off
among user 1 and 2. When w = 0, then the full priority is
for user 2 and the user 1 is in switch off mode. Lagrangian
multipliers k1 and k2 are the power constraints for user 1

and 2, respectively. In OSB algorithm the value of w is adjusted
in such a way that user 1 is able to achieve its target rate. The
priority is given to user 2’s data rate maximization while user 1

should necessarily achieve the target data rate. In OSB algo-
rithm as shown in Fig. 5, three loops exist. The outer loop var-
ies w, whereas other two loops search for k1 and k2. In every
search bisection method (Cendrillon et al., 2006) is used.

Algorithm 2: OSB

Main Function

For w= 0,. . .1

P1, P2 = optimize_k1 (w)
End

Function P1, P2 = optimize_k1(w)

kmax
1 ¼ 1; kmin

1 ¼ 0

While
P

kP
1
k > P1,total

k1
max = 2k1

max

P1, P2 = optimize_k2(w, k1
max)

End

Repeat

k1 = (k1
max + k1

min)/2

P1, P2 = optimize_k2(w, k1)

If
P

kP
1
k > P1,total then k1

min = k1, else
k1
max = k1

Until convergence

Function P1, P2 = optimize_k2(w, k1)
k2
max = 1, k2

min = 0

While
P

kP
2
k > P2,total

k2
max = 2k2

max

P1, P2 = optimize_s (w, k1, k2
max)

End

Repeat

k2 = (k2
max + k2

min)/2

P1, P2 = optimize_s (w, k1, k2)

If
P

kP
2
k > P2,total then k2

min = k2, else
k2
max = k2

Until convergence

Function P1, P2 = optimize_k2(w, k1, k2)
For k = 1,. . .K

P1
k;P

2
k ¼ P1

k;P
2
k arg max

P1
k ;P

2
k

LkðP1
k;P

2
k;w; k1;k2Þ

(Solved by exhaustive 2-D search)

End
8. The proposed algorithm

It is clear from Fig. 4 that most of the power of far end
user is consumed in lower frequencies due to high channel

gain at these frequencies. There is no power consumption
beyond 9.25 MHz in far end user. If the PSD of near
end user is decreased by using PSD masks then the effect
of crosstalk can be reduced and more number of bits can

be loaded on lower sub channels. In proposed algorithm,
PSD masks are controlled by two parameters ‘a’ and ‘b’
for upstream frequency bands i.e., 3.75–5.2 MHz and

8.5–12 MHz (UK NICC ND 1602, 2011). PSD mask that
is allocated at sub channel k of user n can be calculated
from Eq. (25):
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pn
U;k ¼ �an � bn

ffiffiffiffi
fk

p
þ ln

ffiffiffiffi
fk

p
ðdBm=HzÞ; ð25Þ

where ln
ffiffiffiffi
fk

p
is the transmission loss compensation in which ln

represents the electrical length estimated at user n (Shannon,
1948). The parameters ‘an’ and ‘bn’ are region specific param-
eters of user n where 40 6 an 6 80.95 and 0 6 bn 6 40. First

of all, the PSD masks at different sub channels for each user
are set. Then all users simultaneously do water filling with
maximum allowable power to them. The interference is then

measured at each sub channel of all users. If the interference
at certain sub channel is high then it is predicted that other
users allocate a large amount of power to that sub channel

to enhance their data rates. The interference creating sub
channels can be classified as high interference creating region
denoted as FA and non-interference creating region denoted
as FB. In the proposed algorithm, crosstalk creating users

back off their power only from high interference creating
region only. The back off can be done with the help of ear-
lier calculated PSD masks at each sub channel. In test case,

two users allocate their maximum power in lower frequency
bands due to high channel gain at these frequencies as shown
in Fig. 4. The power is back off only in high interference cre-

ating region i.e., FA (3.75–5.2 MHz, 8.5–9.25 MHz). The
PSD masks limit the transmit PSD at interference creating
sub channels by the controlling parameters ‘a’ and ‘b’. In
the proposed algorithm if target data rate is lower than that

of obtained data rate, the back off at only high interference
creating sub channels is done for user n by factor d, with Pn

U;k

as PSD mask till the predefined threshold s is exceeded. The
IWF algorithm does not converge until the target data rate is

not achieved. The proposed algorithm works well with
d = 3 dB and s = �2 dB. The obtained Nash Equilibrium
(NE) point (Yu et al., 2002) is now different from that

obtained from traditional IWF algorithm. The new NE point
which is obtained by converging the proposed algorithm
forms a better Rate Region and approaches near to that of

OSB algorithm.

Algorithm 3: The Proposed Algorithm

Initialize s> 0, e> 0, d> 0, Pn,total = Pn,max

for n= 1,. . ., N do

for k= 1,. . ., K do

Pn
U;k ¼ �an � bn

ffiffiffiffi
fk

p þ ln
ffiffiffiffi
fk

p

Pn
in;k ¼ Pn

U;k + d

end for

end for

Do water-filling by each user using maximum allowed power

Pn,total and plot the rate region. Target data rate Tn, "n is chosen

from rate region.

ðRn;Pn
e;kÞ ¼ IWFðPn

in;k;T
n;Pn;totalÞ 8n

While 10log10
1
N

PN
n¼110

ðpn
e;k
�pn

in;k
Þ=10

� �� �
> s for any k do

for n= 1,. . .., N do

If Rn > Tn + e
Pn
in;k ¼ Pn

in;k=d, k e Fn,A

end

end for

end while

ðRn;Pn
e;kÞ ¼ IWFðPn

in;k, T
n, Pn,total) "n
9. Complexity

The complexity of the proposed algorithm is compared with

traditional IWF and OSB algorithm. The traditional IWF
algorithm does water filling over K sub channels for N users
until a convergence criterion is reached. The complexity of tra-

ditional IWF algorithm is found to be in the order of O (K N).
The similar operations performed the proposed algorithm
which gives complexity in the same order of traditional IWF.
The OSB algorithm gives an optimal result but at the cost of

high complexity in the order of O(KeN).

10. Numerical results

The FDD band plan 998 (ETSI, 2003) is adopted for VDSL
upstream transmission. In test case, two users of lengths
3000 feet and 1500 feet are taken. Two separate upstream

bands i.e., 3.75–5.2 MHz and 8.5–12 MHz are reserved under
this plan. The 30–138 kHz band is optional to use. 26-gauge
(0.4 mm) twisted cooper lines are used in VDSL upstream

transmission test case. DMT symbol rate fs = 4 kHz and tone
spacing Df = 4.3125 kHz have been considered during our
simulation. A noise margin of 6 dB and a coding gain of
3 dB are assumed, giving an SNR gap C = 12.8 dB for an

error probability of 10�7. Each modem is applied with a max-
imum transmit power of 11.5 dBm and background noise with
rn

k ¼ �140 dbm=Hz. The UPBO parameters are a1 = 60,

b1 = 21 for upstream band 3.75–5.2 MHz and a2 = 60,
b2 = 8 for upstream band 8.5–12 MHz, which are the default

parameters for the UK access network (Bogaert et al., 2004).
The Rate Region of the proposed algorithm, traditional IWF
and OSB algorithm for two user test case is shown in Fig. 6.

By power back off in high interference creating sub chan-
nels, Rate Region of the proposed algorithm becomes
enlarged. A service of 10 Mbps is assumed to be required on

a 3000 feet line. IWF algorithm provides this service on this
line but also achieves 20 Mbps data rate on 1500 feet line. With
the proposed algorithm this service can be provided with a
data rate of 46 Mbps on 1500 feet line.
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11. Conclusion

The proposed algorithm removes crosstalk problem in VDSL
upstream transmission. The PSD masks are applied at cross-

talk creating sub channels of each user. In the proposed algo-
rithm, the enhanced data rate services are provided on
different length users. The simulation results show that the

proposed algorithm approaches near the rate of centralized
OSB algorithm and maintains distributive nature and com-
plexity same as that of traditional IWF algorithm.
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